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1 Introduction
Offering a wide-range of Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees is a central issue in modern high-speed multi-service telecommunication networks. Several mechanisms have been
introduced and studied under the aegis of QoS networks. One important family of such
mechanisms is traffic scheduling algorithms within individual network elements (switches,
routers) [BZ94, BZ96, CSZ92, Gol90, Gol94, Zha95]. I only considered individual scheduling elements of telecommunication networks like an output port of an ATM switch or a
router throughout the dissertation.
Traffic scheduling algorithms usually operate on packet/cell level and assume there are
different session traffic to be scheduled in a certain way. The task of service disciplines at
switching nodes is to control the order in which incoming packets are served in order to provide (end-to-end) performance bounds. Many scheduling algorithms have been proposed
in the literature. One of the most significant ones is the Generalized Processor Sharing
(GPS) [PG92, PG93a, PG93b, PG94], which is a generalized version of Uniform processor
Sharing [Kle76]. The packet-by-packet version of GPS (PGPS) is essentially the same as
the Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [DKS90], however, they were independently developed.
Parekh and Gallager introduced a notation for describing a GPS system in [PG92] that I
recall now:
A GPS server serving N sessions is characterized by N positive real numbers, φ 1 , φ2 , . . . , φN .
The server operates at a fixed rate r and is work-conserving. A server is work-conserving if
it is never idle whenever there are packets to send. Let Wi (t1 , t2 ) be the amount of session
i traffic served in the interval [t1 , t2 ], then a GPS server is defined as one for which
Wi (t1 , t2 )
φi
≥ ,
Wj (t1 , t2 )
φj

j = 1, 2, . . . , N,

(1.1)

for any session i that is continuously backlogged1 in the interval [t1 , t2 ]. The immediate
consequence of this definition is that every session has a minimum guaranteed service rate
that is gi = Nφi φ r [PG92].
j=1

j

In GPS each input traffic can be shaped by a leaky bucket (see Fig. 1) that is characterized by a token pool depth (σ) and a token generation rate (ρ) [Wor94, YSS92]. An
important advantage of using leaky buckets is that it allows the separation of packet delays
into two components: delay in the leaky bucket and delay in the network. The first component is independent of other (active) sessions, while the second one is independent of the
incoming traffic [PG92].
Further, the amount of incoming traffic arriving from a leaky bucket in the interval
[t1 , t2 ] from the active source i assuming infinite capacity links can be characterized by the
function Ai (t1 , t2 ). If Ai (t) = Ai (0, t) = σi + ρi t, then by definition session i starts greedy,
1

the session buffer is not empty
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Figure 1: GPS server with leaky bucket inputs
i.e., it starts with its maximal burst at time zero and continues to transmit with its maximal
rate ρi . If all sessions start greedy one gets a greedy GPS system. The main result of [PG92]
is revisited here supporting my work:
Suppose that Cj > r for every session j, where Cj is the internal link capacity between
the session j leaky bucket and the session j queue, and r is the GPS server capacity. Then,
for every session i, the maximum delay Di∗ and the maximum backlog Q∗i are achieved
(not necessarily at the same time) when every session is greedy starting at time zero, the
beginning of a system busy period2 . Furthermore, assuming that for each session i gi ≥ ρi ,
then
σi
(1.2)
Q∗i ≤ σi and Di∗ ≤ .
gi

The significance of this result is that for worst case behavior one has to analyze a greedy
system ‘only’, which makes the analysis more tractable compared to any arbitrary arrival
pattern imposed to the system. Therefore, hereafter without losing generality I considered
only greedy GPS systems, where all sessions start greedy at time zero, the beginning of
a system busy period. The above result is also valid when the internal link capacities are
infinite (Ci = ∞). Thus, I performed my analysis for the infinite capacity case, however,
the extension to finite capacities is straightforward [Bou96, Bou98].
The GPS service discipline is an ideally fair fluid model in which the traffic is considered as infinitely divisible and every session is being served simultaneously sharing
the server capacity. Although such a GPS system can not be accomplished in practice,
there are several schedulers emulating it at the background to determine packet serving
orders. Packet-by-packet versions of GPS were also analyzed establishing important relations between the fluid model and the packetized versions [PG92]. In most cases analysis
of the GPS model is sufficient since results can be transformed to packetized versions in a
straightforward manner [Gol94, PG92].
2

an interval in which the server is continuously working
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2 Objectives of the Dissertation
The main goal of the dissertation is to lay down the foundation of a novel approach to characterize Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) schedulers in a more efficient way. Earlier
deterministic approaches describing GPS schedulers were overly conservative and led to
limitations on capacity. In my dissertation
• I have derived a new iterative approach that allows the characterization of any arbitrary weighted GPS fluid server;
• I have introduced a bandwidth and delay de-coupled system, where weights are not
set in proportion to session bandwidth demands but assigned based on the delay
requirements;
• based on the above characterization I have given an algorithmic method to calculate
worst case delay bounds for GPS servers with the following attributes:
– in case of rate-proportional weighting the derived worst case delay is tighter
than the conservative one defined by Parekh et al. [PG93b, PG92],
– for locally stable sessions (where gi ≥ ρi ) the delay bound given is also tighter
than the one calculated by the guaranteed rate gi ,
– it works with any arbitrary weighting in contrast with the one given by Parekh
et al. [PG93b, PG92].
However, all above efforts would be of limited use if additional methods for call admission control (CAC) and weight assignments were not given. Thus, I integrated the
task of CAC and weight assignment and developed several algorithms to solve the problem. Weight assignment in a non rate-proportional GPS system is highly non-trivial task as
shown in the dissertation.
Throughout the dissertation I tried to contribute to the area of quality of service schedulers. I paid special attention to analytically describe the corresponding ideal fluid GPS
system. In parallel with the analytical approaches I performed numerical evaluation of the
proposed algorithms for performance evaluation.

3 Methodology of Research
Throughout the dissertation I have investigated deterministic fluid models of fair schedulers.
I have used mathematical analysis for deriving important attributes of such systems while I
have applied numerical evaluation (Mathematica) where the complexity of the task did not
allow the closed form formalization of results.
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4 New Results
4.1 Arbitrary Weighting of GPS Servers [W1, W2, C6, C7, C8, C9]
A large subclass of GPS-based schedulers is the rate-proportional servers (RPS), in which
weights are set according to session bandwidth demands.3 This, however, introduces coupling between bandwidth and delay, i.e., the delay bound is inversely proportional to the
long term allocated bandwidth (ρ). The drawback with this weighting is that if one wants
to decrease the delay bound of a session then the corresponding bandwidth should be increased in order to maintain rate-proportional bandwidth allocation. Clearly, this can result
in an inflexible resource allocation and may lead to waste of network resources.
As opposed to the rate-proportional weighting I consider cases where the weight φ i is
set independently of the parameter ρi . This is further on referred to as arbitrary weighting
of sessions. Thus, for some sessions the minimum guaranteed service rate can be smaller
than the corresponding token generation rate ρ, nevertheless, the system remains stable as
long as the sum of all sustained arrival rates (ρ) remains strictly less than the service rate
of the GPS server [PG92, PG93b], [C7].
Before proceeding on I first introduce a general notation system relevant to further
understanding:
Since the GPS server is work-conserving and I analyzed a greedy (1.2) system it follows
that each session i starts with a burst σi at time zero, the beginning of the system busy
period, and continues to transmit with its ρiPlong term sustained rate. Additionally, only
globally stable systems are analyzed where N
j=1 ρj < r; hence the GPS server sooner or
later empties all session buffers and will only transmit the incoming sustained rates. Note,
that I talk about a fluid system, where session demands are served concurrently.
The session whose buffer is not empty is called backlogged and its buffered traffic is
called its backlog, denoted by Qi (t) at time t > 0.
Now let L = {L(J)| J = 1, . . . , N } be an ordered set of indices where L(I) means that
the session i = L(I) backlog is cleared as I th in order. Further, let’s define I = L−1 (i) and
then tI denotes the time instant when the backlog of session i becomes zero. By definition,
let t0 = 0 the start of the system busy period with all greedy sessions. Further, let the
service rate of session i be ri (t) at time t.

THESIS 1 ([W1, W2, C6, C7]): I introduced a novel iterative algorithmic approach to
handle and characterize arbitrary weighted GPS servers.

THESIS 1.1 ([C6, C7, C9]): I have explicitly derived that the service rate of still backlogged sessions in a GPS server is a step function and can be formulated as the weighted
share of the reduced service rate for the still backlogged sessions.
3

the definition of RPS used here does not coincide with the one in [SV98].
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Theorem 1.1.1 (Discrete Rate Function [C6, C7, C9]). In the time interval
[tk−1 , tk ), k = 1, . . . , N within the system busy period the backlogged session j is served
at a rate
φj
rj (t) = r1j = gj = PN

l=1

rj (t) =

rkj

φl

Pk−1
(1 − l=1
ρL(l) )φj
r
= PN
Pk−1
i=1 φi −
l=1 φL(l)

j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, k = 1
j ∈ {1, . . . , N } \ {

k−1
[

L(m)}

m=1

k = 2, . . . , N.

(4.1)

Note, that Parekh and Gallager in [PG93b] have used a similar formula without formally
proving it. In my case, the construction of my algorithmic approach demanded the formal
proof of the above theorem.
A corollary stating the monotone increasing attribute of the former theorem immediately follows:
Corollary 1.1.2 ([C6, C7, C9]). rkj is a monotone increasing function of k for every backlogged session j for which φj > 0.

THESIS 1.2 ([C6, C7, C9]): I have shown where and when the maximal backlog of each
session is experienced in a greedy GPS system throughout the following two lemmas and
the consecutive theorem.
Note the differences between my work and the one presented by Parekh and Gallager
in [PG93b]. While they introduced a theoretically method to determine the maximum
backlog, here, I determine the time instances where each session experiences its maximum
backlog depending on its weight assignment.
My first lemma states that at the beginning of the system busy period there is at least
one session that starts clearing its backlog. My second lemma is an extension of the former
one that puts its result to continuous time.
Lemma 1.2.1 ([C6, C9]). For a system busy period where all sessions start greedy there is
at least one session that starts its service with higher rate than its arrival rate.
Lemma 1.2.2 ([C6, C9]). In a system busy period where all sessions start greedy, at any
time t there is at least one session that is served with higher rate than its arrival rate.
Further I have shown that,
Theorem 1.2.3 (Maximal Backlog [C6, C7, C9]). Each session i experiences its maximal
backlog either at time zero, when its maximal backlog is equal to σ i , or at a time instant
when its rate increases (changes).
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The importance of the above theorem is that in order to determine the maximum backlog one has to trace backlogs only at times sessions clear their backlogs.
Since all the way along the backlog clearing times played a very important role,

THESIS 1.3 ([C6, C7, C9]): I have constructed an iterative algorithm for the calculation of backlog clearing time instances.
Theorem 1.3.1 ([C6, C7, C9]). The backlog clearing times at the k th step (tk ) of an arbitrary weighted GPS system can be calculated by the following iterative formula:
tk = min{ti,k | ti,k > 0; i ∈ {1, . . . , N } \

k−1
[

L(j)}

(4.2)

j=1

where
ti,k =
and
Si,k = σi +

k−1
X

Si,k
− ρi

(4.3)

rki

rji (tj−1 − tj ) + rki tk−1 .

(4.4)

j=1

Note, that ti,k can be interpreted as the candidate finishing times of the k th step from
which the smallest positive one is picked.
Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
t0= 0
r1i = gi

k=1

ti k

tk

rki

k:=k+1

k <= N

No

STOP

YES

Figure 2: Flowchart of the iterative algorithm
Also note the recursion
Si,1 = σi
i
Si,k+1 = Si,k + (rk+1
− rki ) tk ,
and that
L(k) = arg min{ti,k | ti,k > 0; i ∈ {1, . . . , N } \
i

(4.5)
(4.6)
k−1
[
j=1

L(j)}.

(4.7)
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4.2 Delay Bounds of Arbitrary Weighted GPS Servers
THESIS 2 ([C6, C7, C9]): I have proven that the general and widely used delay bound
given by Parekh et al. is quite loose; therefore I have derived a novel formula for delay calculation giving tighter bounds for locally stable systems (gi ≥ ρi ). The proposed formula
also works with arbitrary weighted scenarios unlike the ones existing in the literature.

THESIS 2.1 ([C6, C7, C9]): I have proven that (i) for sessions clearing their initial burst
with higher service rate than their corresponding arrival rate, their maximum experienced
delay is equal to the time needed to serve the last amount of their initial burst; while (ii) for
sessions failing the above criteria the maximum delay is experienced at the rate-changing
time instant where their service rate first exceeds or equals their arrival rate.
Theorem 2.1.1 (Delay Bound [C6, C7, C9]).
(i) If ri (t) as defined in (4.1) satisfies
ri (τi ) ≥ ρi

(4.8)

Di = τ i

(4.9)

then
where τi is defined as
Wi (0, τi ) =

Z

τi

ri (t) dt = σi .

(4.10)

0

(ii) If (4.8) does not hold for session i = L(I) then it starts with an accumulating phase,
for which there exists a j ∈ {1, . . . , I − 1} that
∀t < tj : ri (t) < ρi

(4.11)

∀t ≥ tj : ri (t) ≥ ρi

(4.12)

and
then

Wi (0, tj ) − σi
ρi
where Wi (0, t) is the amount of session i traffic served up to time t.
Di = t j −

(4.13)

Note that (ii) corresponds to scenarios where there are sessions locally un-stable. On
the other hand, if local stability is ensured then delay bounds calculated by (4.10) is at least
as tight as the one given by Parekh et al. by (1.2). More formally:

THESIS 2.2 ([C6, C7, C9]): I have proven that in the case of locally stable system the
delay bound given by Theorem 2.1.1 is at least as good as the one given by Parekh et al.,
i.e.,
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Theorem 2.2.1 (Tighter Delay Bound [C6, C7, C9]). For all locally stable sessions (g i ≥
ρi ), where results of Parekh et al. holds, the following relation can be derived
Di ≤ Di∗ ,

(4.14)

where Di is defined by Theorem 2.1.1 and Di∗ is defined by (1.2).
The statement of Thesis 2 for locally stable systems follows from Theorem 2.2.1 while
its extension to arbitrary weighting is defined in Theorem 2.1.1. All the theorems used
were proved analytically.
Figure 3 illustrates a four-session scenario, where the worst case delay is shown for
both calculation methods. The red (thin black) line shows how the delay of session i is
calculated by using the guaranteed rate approach. Blue (thick black) line with piecewise
linear sections shows how the session i service curve takes shape if backlog clears, i.e.,
service rate updates are also considered. Di shows the maximum delay calculated with my
proposed method, ti is the session i backlog clearing time while Di∗ is the delay calculated
with the guaranteed rate approach. At each joint point of the piecewise linear sections a
session empties its backlog, hence further on demanding less service than it has previously
allocated. Note the greedy system.
session i

ρi
σi

token rate
(arrival rate)
guaranteed
rate

delay

gi
Di t i

Di* = σ i
gi

Figure 3: Service and arrival functions of a 4 session GPS system
Possible weighting scenarios are shown in Figure 4. However, if the weight space is
normalized then the rate proportional servers (RPS) set will shrink to a single point in the
possible parameter space.

4.3 The Impact of Weight Changing on Delay Bounds [C8, C6]
My call admission control algorithms are based on the previously outlined approach with
arbitrary (non rate-proportional) weighting of sessions and consider the introduced tighter
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Locally Stable
RPS

Arbitrary
Weighting

Figure 4: Weighting possibilities for sessions
delay bound. Here I also considered a GPS node that serves a certain number of leaky
bucket constrained sessions simultaneously. By relaxing the rate-proportional weighting
I lost the unambiguous assignment of φi ’s, i.e., I had to show a method for setting session weights to satisfy both their delay and bandwidth demands. However, the CAC for
bandwidth
is quite straightforward and is based on the well known stability inequality
PN
ρ
<
r. On the other hand, the appropriate setting of weights regarding the delay
i=1 i
requirements is highly nontrivial as shown later.

THESIS 3 ([C8, C6]): I have analytically deduced the relation of a single session’s
weight change and its experienced worst case delay for arbitrary weighted GPS systems.
Let a ’ further denote the altered system parameters.
My first lemma shows that increasing a session’s weight results in the increment of the
corresponding rate function, while the rate functions of other, still backlogged sessions will
slow down till session i backlog is cleared.
Lemma 3.1 ([C8, C6]). Let’s have a greedy GPS system with backlog clearing order of
{L(1), . . . , L(N )}. Now change φ0i = φi + δ in a way that the backlog clearing order
remains unchanged, i.e., {L(1), . . . , L(N )} = {L0 (1), . . . , L0 (N )}. Then
∃I : i = L(I) = L0 (I)
for which
r 0 jk < rkj ∀j ∈ B(k) \ {i}, k ∈ {1, . . . , I}
i
∀m ∈ {1, . . . , I},
r 0 im > rm

(4.16)

where B(k) is the set of still backlogged sessions at step k.
Since Lemma 3.1 only defines rate function relations at backlog clearing times I introduced the following lemma that puts the statement of Lemma 3.1 into continuous time.
Lemma 3.2 ([C8, C6]). By taking the assertions of Lemma 3.1 and further assuming that
t0 k > tk ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , I − 1} then
r 0 j (t) < rj (t) ∀j ∈ B(t) \ {i}, t ∈ [0, t0 I ]
r 0 i (t) > ri (t)
∀t ∈ [0, t0 I ]

(4.17)
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where rj (t) is the service rate of session j at time t as defined in (4.1).
Note that this lemma states more than the previous one, since it defines the relation of
the service rates at intermediate intervals of backlog clearing times.
Next, I step-by-step relaxed the assertions of Lemma 3.2. First I have proven how
the finishing times shift if a session weight is changed. In the ensuing step I relaxed the
restriction of unvarying session finishing time order.
Lemma 3.3 ([C8, C6]). In a GPS system where φi changes to φ0 i = φi + δ where δ > 0,
and the backlog clearing order is intact, i.e., {L(1), . . . , L(N )} = {L 0 (1), . . . , L0 (N )},
then
∃I : i = L(I) = L0 (I)
for which
t0 k ≥ tk k ∈ {1, . . . , I − 1}
t0 I ≤ tI where i = L(I).

(4.19)

Lemma 3.4. If the session backlog clearing order changes due to a session weight change
in a GPS system, then all the results of Lemma 3.1 - Lemma 3.3 will continuously hold.
From the above lemmas, I have deduced another important lemma dealing with the
service function:
Lemma 3.5 ([C8, C6]). The service function of session i (Wi (t, φ, σ, ρ) = Wi (0, t) with
the given input parameter vectors of {φ, σ, ρ} ) is a monotone increasing function of the
session’s weight. In other words, for any time t
∆Wi (t, φ, σ, ρ)
≥ 0.
∆φi

(4.20)

From the above lemma it follows that by increasing a session weight one can cut down
the corresponding backlog clearing time, i.e.,
Corollary 3.6 ([C8, C6]). From Lemma 3.5 it follows that t0 i ≤ ti if φ0 i = φi + δ where
δ > 0.
My main theorem that summarizes all the results of this thesis defines the relationship
between the worst case delay bound and the session weight. I have proven the forthcoming
theorem by the former lemmas.
Theorem 3.7 ([C8, C6]). The worst case delay of session i is a monotone decreasing
function of the corresponding weight. In other words,
∆Di (φ, σ, ρ)
≤ 0.
∆φi

(4.21)
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All these efforts were made to control the worst-case delay of sessions. From Theorem 3.7 it is now known that in order to decrease session i worst case delay one has to
increase its appropriate weight. Unfortunately, the side effects are quite complex in case of
the modification of more than one weight. Nevertheless, this assumption is further used in
my CAC approaches.

4.4 CAC Algorithms for Arbitrary Weighted GPS Servers [C8, C6]
In an ideal scenario the call admission control (CAC) function only says whether the system
is able to satisfy all session demands or not. However, in reality one can not be satisfied
by the fact that there exists solution for the problem, it is also needed to support a feasible
realization. Thus further on I tie the problem of CAC with finding a solution of the feasible
set F , if exists, for any given (σ, ρ, D) initial vectors that D ≥ d = GPS(σ, ρ, φ) where
φ ∈ F ; D, d(φ) are the delay requirement and the actual delay vector of the GPS system
respectively, and (σ, ρ) are the leaky-bucket descriptors of sessions.

THESIS 4 ([C8, C6]): I have constructed a novel approach to handle call admission
control in GPS system and compared it’s performance to other CAC algorithms I have
adopted from other scientific fields. I have also introduced an additional performance
metric called delay-fairness.
Algorithm 4.1 (Random search [C8, C6]). Solution is searched in a random manner with
limited inheritance and frequent mutations. This algorithm is a descendant of genetic algorithms.

THESIS 4.1 ([C8, C6]): Throughout the adaptation of the gradient method to the addressed problem I have constructed a new performance metric (delay-fairness) characterizing the relative delay handling of sessions in any GPS server. I have derived an objective
function that optimizes the above performance metric through the weight assignment.
Algorithm 4.2 (Gradient Method [C8, C6]). The algorithm is based on an N dimensional
vector-scalar function used as the objective of minimization (O), where delay bound exceed
is punished with a penalty function for each session. The way the feasible set is approached
is given by Theorem 3.7, giving an unambiguous answer for how to change a session weight
to improve its delay bound.
There were two objective functions used in the gradient method, where the first is further referred to as flat, since only delay exceeds are punished while over-satisfaction of
session demands are not taken into account:
O1 (σ, ρ, D, φ) =

N
X
i=1

I(di −Di ) (di − Di )2 ,

(4.22)
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where I(x) is an indicator function defined by
I(x) = 0 x < 0
I(x) = 1 x ≥ 0.

(4.23)

This objective function has certain drawbacks just to mention the unfair favor of some sessions whose delays are low below their delay requirements. Besides, because of the flat
objective function the algorithm may be too slow to release excess resources of sessions
located in the flattened region of the objective function as there will be no immediate effect of the parameter change. Nevertheless, as the parameter space is normalized in each
step, sessions outside the feasible region will lead to a solution. To overcome the former
drawbacks I constructed an objective function that ensure faster convergence and achieves
a delay-fair feasible solution if exists.
I have defined the following performance metric for a GPS system:
Definition 4.3 (delay-fairness). The delay fairness (Γ) of a GSP system for a given {σ, ρ, D, φ}
is defined by the sum of quadratic variance of delays or in a more formal way
N
N
1 X dj 2
1 X di
(
−
).
Γ(σ, ρ, D, φ) =
N i=1 Di N j=1 Dj

(4.24)

To take into account the delay-fairness property, I have constructed the following objective function:
O2 (σ, ρ, D, φ) = Γ(σ, ρ, D, φ) + O1 .
(4.25)
Note that different weighting factors may be used to improve convergence speed, though
in sight investigation of this problem is out of the scope of the recent dissertation.
Further it is trivial to show that optimizing O2 in the φ space will yield, if exists, for a
solution (φ∗ ) where the proportional improvements in each worst case delay is balanced or
in other words
d∗j
d∗i
=
∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }.
(4.26)
Di
Dj
Furthermore, I have also shown that φ∗ not only provides a delay-fair solution, but also
shows how much session delays can further be tightened still maintaining feasibility. It can
be said, that the GPS system defined by {σ, ρ, d∗ , φ} is at its efficiency bound, i.e., if any
of session demands was tighter while the rest remained the same then there would be no
feasible solution to satisfy all sessions’ requirement.

THESIS 4.2 (Incremental CAC [C8, C6]): I have constructed a CAC decision algorithm with the following attributes: CAC is considered to take place each time a new session enters the system of N − 1 sessions served in a GPS system in a way that:
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• There is an additional dummy session with σd = ∞ in the system taking all excess
resources;
• weights are set that each session experiences it’s allowed maximum delay when considering the dummy session too.
Now the weight for the newcomer is taken from the dummy session where
• In the case the weight of the dummy session allocated to the newcomer satisfies its
delay demand; CAC function can immediately return acceptance confirmation with
a feasible weight
• If the weight of the dummy session is not enough then re-optimization of sessions
already in the system is needed. Since the newcomer will consume less resources than
the dummy, thus allowing other sessions to release some of their allocated weights.
If the server fails to satisfy newcomer’s demand after re-optimization, CAC function
rejects the call.
In the case of positive acknowledgement the system must be re-optimized based on Theorem 3.7 in a way that the dummy session is inserted again at the (N + 1) th place. However,
this step can be done during idle periods, while the CAC decision in most cases will require
only one step unless the system is at or near of its efficiency bound.
The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.

THESIS 4.3 ([C8, C6]): I have analyzed the computational complexity of the GPS delay
calculation and both the gradient and the incremental CAC approaches. I found that all
algorithms bear polynomial complexity.
The computational complexity of the proposed CAC algorithms can be summarized
as follows [C8, C6]: a single GPS delay calculation for a given {σ, ρ, φ} bears o(N 2 )
complexity; the gradient method adds another o(N ) complexity to the GPS calculation
resulting in o(N 3 ) overall numerical complexity. However, the incremental CAC is able to
make decisions in 1 step, i.e., a single GPS calculation of o(N 2 ) complexity, if the share
allocated to the dummy session satisfies the newcomer’s need. Otherwise, it also fall back
to o(N 3 ) complexity.
Though the computational complexity of these algorithms are very similar, they are
designed for different purposes. Incremental CAC can handle an additional best-effort
service class throughout the dummy session, while the gradient approach provides delayfair solution that extends the fairness of GPS like schedulers.
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φN := φd
satisfied?
YES
NO

re-optimize
session
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are session
demands
satisfied?
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accept call

NO

reject call

PSfrag replacements

re-insert
dummy
session

Figure 5: Flowchart of the incremental CAC algorithm
4.4.1 Concluding remarks
To shortly summarize the proposed CAC algorithms, it is trivial that their computational
complexity is higher than that of traditional CAC based on the guaranteed rate approach.
On the other hand, with the proposed methods one can achieve
• better utilization of network resources,
• bandwidth and delay de-coupling [C7],
• more flexible weight assignment and
• in the case of incremental CAC best-effort awareness [C8].
Since complexity of the proposed CAC algorithms have increased questions related to
their applicability to make on-the-fly decision arise. Therefore either
• methods supporting prompt admission or rejection of flows are desired - with further
optimization of flows in idle periods or
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• the algorithmic complexity must be kept low enough to be applicable in nowadays
hardware/software technology.
My incremental CAC algorithm aims to control CAC in the former way, utilizing idle
periods of the server to re-optimize weight of sessions already in the system. On the
other hand, as the computational power of future equipment ever increases, algorithms
with higher complexity may also become or even have become feasible like the proposed
gradient approach.
Also note, that in these cases not only the admittance / rejection of flows are handled
but also proper weight assignments considering both bandwidth and delay requirements are
managed.

5 Application Possibilities of New Results
Throughout the dissertation I investigated ideal fluid models of fair schedulers. These
models can not be realized in real application, however the transformation of achieved
results is straightforward following the transformation of GPS to Packetized GPS.
The currently accepted approach for the design of fair schedulers is based on the deterministic model derived by Parekh et al. This, as I have also shown is overly conservative and leads to limitations on capacity. Thus, the introduction of delay bounds even
with higher computational complexity can help to utilize networks more efficiently without wasting resources.
An other issue I have proposed is to relax the bandwidth and delay coupling of GPS
based schedulers. This is important in the case of future low bandwidth real time applications like voice over ATM/IP. Here, with the traditional weight assignment low delay can
only be guaranteed through over-provisioning. What I proposed is to set session weights
taking into account delay requirements. I have developed algorithms performing the previously mentioned task.
I must note that the incremental CAC algorithm also suits nowadays best-effort like
traffic environment, since resources allocated to the dummy session can be used to serve the
best-effort service class without any side effects of destroying QoS guarantees of priority
classes.
The model I have presented here rather bears theoretical results just like its ancestor the GPS system. Nevertheless, packetized implementations of GPS systems are also
exist regardless its computational complexity. Physical implementation of the proposed
bandwidth-delay de-coupled system and the developed CAC algorithms are under work.
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